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Introduction

God’s Army Mobilizing is a
conscription vehicle for DISCIPLES
who are called to march in the Lord’s
Last Day Army as they make all His
enemies a footstool. Our emphasis is
on training soldiers who can “endure
hardship” as opposed to staying mere
citizens of The Kingdom and known
only as a BELIEVER. Faithful warriors
are the ones who will end up as the
mightymen who sit at the King’s table
when He reigns in glory. Therefore,
all our content is aimed at imprinting
military values and techniques on
those who sign up.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
We are delighted to offer you our second edition of the GAMNewsle�er, presented
with an emphasis on the nation Nigeria.
Nigeria has been at a crossroads for many years. We are at a transition point that
will determine the direction in which the nation will go. The Lord told us in April
2022 to join in birthing a newNigeria, and also has told us numerous times that our
ministry group was not enough for the accomplishing of the task. We hereby invite
you to join us and peek into a tiny fraction of what God has shared with us.
All of us have played a part, especially the church, in destroying our nation. Here
is a li�le of what we can do to heal it. We must take our eyes off others as the ones
culpable for the sorrows in our land, and look to heaven for direction. For if MY
people,... seek My face and TURN from their evil ways,...I will heal their land.
2 Chron.7:14.
If we will consistently obey the instructions of the Lord, we will find great hope in
the new season.
Ita Udoh,
Editor in Chief.
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...I saw a vision of a small and stout-
looking demon come out from me and
stand before me. It had a gavel in its
hand and hung a shawl coloured
‘green-white-green’ (like the Nigerian
flag) around its neck. It looked at me
with such great rage that I averted
my eyes from it. As soon as I could
get a grip of myself, I ignored the
vision and rushed to the restroom to
throw up. To my shock, the colour of
the vomit was ‘green-white-green’!
Early Training
My father was very interested in
politics and governmental affairs. He
was a civil servant, but later he
resigned to go fully into politics and
won an election as a Local
Government Chairman.
Our home ran mostly on his terms, so
he made us do whatever he felt was
the right thing to do per time. And
because we had to be obedient, we
had to do whatever he said. One of
such obligations was to gather as
soon as it was 9pm, forNational News.
We had to do this almost every day,
no ma�er how sleepy we were.
While we watched these news
broadcasts, he’d run commentaries
and express his sentiments regarding
changes in government and policies.
He’d rage and hold hateful positions

about these changes, regarding the
major tribes in Nigeria and our
minority Annang Ethnic Group.
Those “9 PM News Moments” were
our only common ground as a family,
and we were keenly indoctrinated to
despise most tribes (especially the
Ibibios, and the Igbos by extension). I
was taught to hate them, while
maintaining, as much as possible, a
superficial relationship with them.
We were not to marry them or have
anything serious to do with them. I
remember, while I was in the
University, most of us from Akwa-
Ibom stayed within our tribal lines. I
think our parents did such great jobs
at indoctrinating us and ensuring that
we stayed divided! The Ibibios
insisted that an Annang man could
never become a governor of the state,
and the Annangs would fight back
with daring words and dispositions.
We took these things so personally
that we would mock each other and
say mean things against the other
side.
When Mr. Godswill Akpabio, an
Annang man, coasted to victory as
Governor of Akwa Ibom State in
2007, I went to my Ibibio friends at
the time, with a bo�le of brandy to
sarcastically celebrate. This angered
them so much that we have not been
in good terms since that day! I grew
up with these erroneous concepts,
and I loved to express them. I
gathered facts (however false they
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were), and was always ready to dish
them out.
The above are my earliest memories
of this 'defilement'. Until sometime in
2019, I knew nothing about “the Yeast
of Herod”. I came to understand that
the Yeast of Herod is the leaven of
politics. Jesus warned about it in
Mark 8:15… It is a partisan spirit that
doesn't seek the will of God
concerning ma�ers of alignment;
with groups or government; it is
fuelled by selfish ambition, lies,
division, and hatred.
The Bi�er Root Grew
I didn’t learn from my father to hate
the Hausas and Fulanis, maybe
because he had lived in the North. He
believed that they were a be�er group
of people, compared to the Igbos and
Yorubas.
My deep-seated disdain for the
Hausas/Fulanis started from my
regular contacts with various news
blogs, especially on Twi�er, Facebook
and a church group to which I
belonged. They usually spread news
that demonised the Hausas/Fulanis.
The church group added “scriptural
backing” to support their hateful
position and to emphasise the rage
and anger that they taught. I learnt
later on that such behaviour
(especially in the church) is
unscriptural, and does not reflect
God’s will.

When I was appointed the youth
leader of that church group, I would
organise night prayers (before the

2015 general elections) for our people
to pray against the presidency of
General Buhari (at the time). There
was a prophetic word given in the
church where it was prophesied that
he was not to rule Nigeria. So, we
leveraged on that (under the claim of
praying according to God’s will), and
prayed vehemently against the
advent of President Buhari’s
government. My friend, Margaret,
told me that they had prayed in her
church group (God’s Lighthouse),
and received prophetic words that
were contrary to ours – to the effect
that President Buhari would win the
elections. I immediately disregarded
what she said, and continued my
fasting and prayers against the “evil
Fulani man”.

My hatred for the government
increased exponentially after
President Buhari won. Instead of
questioning the misleading prophecy
that fuelled my prayer points, I went
on to hate the newly constituted
government, accusing it of running
on a stolen mandate. How foolish!

I remember visiting Akwa Ibom State
from Lagos, shortly after the
elections. I met with Margaret at the
University of Uyo, and our
conversation resulted in an
argument. It was a very intense and
bi�er argument. Then, she shared a
prophetic word that she had received
for me: “You're not going to get any
benefits from this government if you
continue in this hatred of its
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existence.” She tried to get me to
repent, but I ignored her. It was
supposed to be a happy visit, but the
disagreement ended it, and I left very
sad. My tongue had a terribly bi�er
taste, which I could not understand.

I was already very consumed by my
hate for the government and was
actively praying against the
government. My former church
group went as far as organising
conferences, in liaison with as many
leaders of diverse Christian
congregations as possible, in an
a�empt to sensitise Christians to
‘pray out’ the government and
institute what they believed was
“God’s will”.

HowMy Deliverance Began
When I finally came to God’s
Lighthouse, the Pastor preached
against abusing the government, and
insisted on the need to pray for those
in authority. The highlight for me
during this season was when he
asked that prayers be offered for the
rehabilitation of Ikpa Road in Uyo,
which had multiple potholes. It was
the part of the road near the
University, by the junction, which we
had to pass through on our way to
church meetings. Rather than curse
the government for not fixing the
roads, the Pastor told us to pray that
the road be fixed. That Wednesday
evening, the prayer took less than
thirty seconds, but I couldn’t pray;
my heart wasn’t right. I didn’t believe
in praying for the government, so I

just stood there, moping at others in
discontent as they prayed.

To my amazement, as I drove
through the road to a�end the next
meeting on Friday, all the potholes
were filled! Although this did not
overhaul my prejudice against
government, it was a major turning
point for me. I left that meeting
determined to a�end as many
meetings as I could, hoping to learn a
few more things.

Yet, my bias against President
Buhari’s Government remained
intact. Somewhere in my heart, I still
found reasons to hate his ‘regime’,
and I struggled with it. I believe that
for this reason, my Pastor didn’t stop
speaking the truth about our
disposition towards the civil
government.

People who were in the church
meetings during that season may
recall that those sermons against the
‘yeast of Herod’ went on for weeks.
Each time I showed up for a meeting,
the Holy Spirit (who lovesme deeply)
would divinely nudge the Pastor to
start talking about the subject. Every
time! My Pastor would drift from
whatever topic he was teaching from
the Bible, and talk about this ‘yeast’.
Of course, he had no clue about what
was happening or who the message
was for. He simply yielded to the
leading of the Spirit. I am very
grateful that the Lord kept ‘leaving
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the ninety-nine’ to rescue me from
that strong bondage.

Following these meetings, I
witnessed an interesting change in
my thinking. I forced myself to pray
for and bless the government, as well
as the nation. I would feel a bi�er
taste in mymouth whenever I tried to
pray, and it almost discouraged me.
Any time I wanted to pray for the
country in obedience to Scriptures,
negative and hateful headlines and
comments would come to my mind.
The Holy Spirit later drew my
a�ention to the fact that my lingering
bias against the government was
largely due to my continued
interactions online.

Fruits Worthy of Repentance
1) I Left All Fake News Platforms
I had active Twi�er and Facebook
accounts where I would bash the
government from time to time and
congregate with people who shared
similar sentiments. Talk of ‘bad
company’! Through these accounts, I
had access to tons of fake news
websites, Facebook pages, and
Twi�er handles that I would read
through and interact with for several
hours. In this process, the
information I received would
effectively fuel my rage.

One of the things my Pastor had
instructed us to do was to stay away
from false news and social media in
general. It was because these media
were the major doorways to most of

the yeast that was spread across the
nation, teaching people to be
sentimentally partisan. I practised the
li�le obedience that I could and got
off Twi�er. I deleted the Twi�er app
from my phone and disconnected my
Facebook account from all news
websites and pages. This brought a
lot of peace to my life. I was no longer
obliged to respond to silly posts,
tweets, and baseless criticisms
against the government.

2) I Practised Obedience
I did a lot of repentance in private as
I kept listening to my Pastor’s
messages and tried to repent about
anything the Holy Spirit would point
out to me through them. This was a
humbling experience, and I often felt
rather foolish obeying the Scriptures;
I still struggled with my opinions. My
a�itude generally was, “If it is
commanded in Scripture, I have to
obey, regardless of how I feel.” It was
so difficult, but God helped me.

My Deliverance!
After we returned from the Youth
Prophetic Conference held in Jos
(August 2019), my Pastor continued
with his warnings about speaking
against the government. These
sermons simply wouldn’t end! At this
point, I had come to a place of
acknowledgement.

During one of the Bible study
meetings, Pastor was at it again,
rebuking and teaching against the
abuse of government, and I started to
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feel rigour in my legs. The sensation
intensified as the sermon went on. I
tried to stay calm and in control, but I
was losing it! I felt a fever rush
through me. I also began to sweat
profusely. I had a pounding
headache and severe nausea. I felt
really sick, in the space of about 5 to
10 minutes. Although I tried to look
calm and collected in my seat, I was
partially knocked out and could
barely keep it together.

Then, I saw a vision of a small and
stout-looking demon come out from
me and stand before me. It had a
gavel in its hand and hung a shawl
coloured ‘green-white-green’ (like
the Nigerian flag) around its neck. It
looked at me with such great rage
that I averted my eyes from it. I saw it
head furiously in the direction of my
Pastor at the lectern. As soon as I
could get a grip of myself, I ignored
the vision and rushed to the restroom
to throw up.

To my shock, the colour of the vomit
was ‘green-white-green’! It was the
same bi�er taste that I felt on the day
I had that argument with sister
Margaret. I remembered it because it
was clearly brought to mind while I
was in the restroom. No coincidences
there! This episode left me very weak
and sick. I could not stand for a long
time, I couldn’t sit upright and much
later, I couldn’t drive back home. I
didn’t know what had happened to
me, because I had almost no
understanding at the time.

What I know for sure is that after the
episode, I felt lighter when I
recovered. I started feeling unusual
compassion for the President. My
Pastor had added me to a group on
WhatsApp where good news was
shared about developmental strides
in the government and across the
nation (the Issachar Group). Though
I used to read the information on the
group, I still chose to live in self-
denial. I didn’t want to believe that all
the good things posted on the group
were true. But after the episode, I
would read and enjoy the
achievements of this government,
and even offer thanksgiving from
time to time. Since then, I have not
found it in me to speak ill of the
government or post anything
negative, because I obeyed and was
delivered!

I have been completely freed from the
Yeast of Herod, and for this, I am very
grateful to God. I should add that I
have gone on to reap so many
benefits and favours from this
government in my business than I
ever have in other regimes; God kept
His word to me as I repented and
obeyed. Praise be to God!

For more amazing testimonies and
true-life stories, visit:
g-lh.org/testimonies/
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THE COBWEBS
When we were thanking God, I saw a vision of a clean room. Cobwebs
appeared in the windows and doors, then they turned into ropes that
covered the windows and the doors. These cobwebs were created by
ingratitude. This seemed to be a major thing that was affecting our lives.

THE COURIER ANGEL
As we kept praying and thanking God for Nigeria, I saw an angel that
came with a package from God, it looked like a treasure chest but it was
locked. It seemed the more we sang, the key was forming in front of us.
Then I saw Pastor put the key into the chest, and the chest was opened. I
heard the angel call it the “seeds of joy”. This is what gratitude and
thanksgiving unlocks – joy!

THE EVIL FOREST
I saw an evil forest. I got the understanding that the trees represented
bi�erness, discontentment, and envy. These were major trees planted in
our country. I saw an angel spread the seeds of joy across the forest.
The seeds went into the soil and choked the roots of the trees, sapping
them of nutrients. The more the angels did that, the more the seeds of
joy would grow, choke the bad trees, and contribute to the growth of the
people, as well as to their faith in God.

Sis. BA
(New Nigeria Prayer Group)

PROPHECY

SEEDING THE JUNGLE:
Keys to a New Nigeria

SEEDING THE JUNGLE:
Keys to a New Nigeria

May 5th, 2022
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Some ask, "Is it prayer that changed
other countries?!" The answer actually
is often, Yes! Ignorance of the role of
the church in the history of nations is
common among most humans. I will
however add that prayer may not do
everything, but prayer began and
influenced many things.

First of all, then, I urge that petitions,
prayers, intercessions, and
thanksgivings be made for
everyone, for kings and all those
who are in authority, so that we may
lead a tranquil and quiet life in all
godliness and dignity. This is good,
and it pleases God our Savior, who
wants everyone to be saved and to
come to the knowledge of the truth. (1
Timothy 2:1-4)

What Can We Do?
When you are faced with situations
that you can affect, do something. But
when you are faced with things that
you cannot change, what do you do?

Can you build a road, or dig a
reservoir and provide water for a
whole community? You probably
can't afford to.

But can you pray it into being? Yes!
So, it is prayer that helped other
countries. People prayed (possibly for
years), and God gave them good
leaders.

Why Should We Pray?
It is God’s will that we pray for our
rulers, as the Scripture states. It
doesn’t have to be a "City Wide Solemn
Assembly.” God simply desires that
we pray in every way we know. In
your rooms, in your homes, pray:
“Father, we bless Nigeria…”

Everyone must submit to the
governing authorities, for there is no
authority except from God, and
those that exist are instituted by
God. So then, the one who resists the
authority is opposing God’s
command, and those who oppose it
will bring judgment on themselves.
(Romans 13:1-2)

TEACHING

HOW TO KILL
SAVE A COUNTRY

HOW TO KILL
SAVE A COUNTRY
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Relating With Governmental
Authorities
Let’s look at Jesus as an example.
During His time, Rome ruled, but we
never saw Him speak against them.
Why? Rome was appointed to rule by
God. (See Dan 2:29-35). He spoke
against the actions of the people and
their religious leaders who led them
astray. He also called Herod a fox,
because that was the spiritual symbol
for what he was – cunning and tricky.
That was all.

Jesus instructed the people to
submit to the authorities. (See Mat
5:41; 22:21). He said, “If you are told
to carry a load for one mile, go two

miles.” You may ask, “Shouldn’t we
fight for our rights?” But Jesus did not
lead a revolution against Rome, and
neither did the apostles.

Secession is NOT the Answer!
Christians who support schisms as a
practice don’t know God's nature. We
are supposed to fight dissension, (see
Gal 5:26, Pro 10:12) and not cause it!
Such division is not of God; it is a
work of the flesh. If your country
splits, bad things typically happen.
There will be bloodshed, pain and
death. You will give account to God
for contributing to violence, death,
and loss.
If we start spli�ing along ethnic
lines, we won’t stop spli�ing into
smaller and smaller units.

Animals don’t have the sort of sentient brains we have, but they
give God praise! The Scriptures tell us this (Daniel 3:57-59, Psalm 148).
The God who made all things deserves praise.

TEACHING

Proper Prayer Procedure:
The Missing Condiments
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He made all things and for his
pleasure they are and were created.
Let your lips give praise to the King –
the sacrifice of praise, the fruit of your
lips giving thanks to His name
(Hebrews 13:15). You cannot give
God praise except from a pure heart.
Judah (meaning 'Praise') was to go
first (Judges 1:1-2).

The 4 Condiments of Incense
Mix equal amounts of the costly
spices: stacte, onycha, galbanum, and
pure frankincense, then add salt to
make the mixture pure and holy.
(Exodus 30:34)

The Scriptures tell us in Exodus 30
about the incense we are to offer,
which speaks of our prayers and
praise. Your prayers are incense to
God. The frankincense represents
thanksgiving. It is the opposite of
myrrh, which means bi�er. The
Scripture says in 1 Timothy 2:1 that
men everywhere should pray. He
points out that we should offer
prayers, requests, petitions and
thanksgiving. He said, “I want men
praying for people everywhere.”
Then he starts listing out: “For those
in authority and rulers, and for all
people.” (1 Tim. 2:2-3)

Don't Forget the Frankincense!
If you are going to combine the four
condiments of the incense and the
four explanations given in 1 Timothy
2 from verse 1, you must have
thanksgiving in your prayer
concoction, or it is not acceptable
incense to God. This is what

Scriptures are for — for extracting
truth. The Scriptures are given for
correction, for instruction, for
teaching, and for rebuke. So, however
you take this, understand that the
Scriptures were to tell you how to
pray.

Scriptures say that you need those
four things to make a proper
concoction of incense. Look at
Exodus 30; you will see the details
about the incense. And then, look at 1
Timothy 2, the New Testament
interpretation of that incense.
Whenever people pray and make
petitions asking God to help them,
save them, deliver them, help them
graduate, help them marry, or give
them a job, and they don’t mix it in
with thanksgiving for what God has
already done continually, then, their
incense is not the incense God
desires.

What Should We Give Thanks For?
1 Timothy 2— for those in authority.
Without them, there will be chaos.
Look at the few times there is just a
slight breakdown of law and order.
Look at what happens when
policemen run away from any place.
In America, for months, cities were
burning in May and June in 2020
because the police were a�acked and
they left. Crime broke out
everywhere!

Libya had Muammar Gaddafi, a hard
man who ruled for many years; a
tough dictator. But when they
removed him, Libya fell apart.
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Editor's Note: The UN-backed
government in the capital of Tripoli
has very loose control of about a third
of the country. To the east, Libya is
controlled by a renegade general,
General Haftar, leading the ‘Libyan
National Army’ which has a�empted
to topple the government in Tripoli.

People were going to university for
free when Gaddafi was around and
enjoyed certain benefits. In other
words, the relative stability and
security they enjoyed during his rule
is far be�er than the present situation
– whatever else you think about him.
In all those countries where they
killed their leaders suddenly like that
and it wasn’t a transition of power,
lawlessness broke out. You know
how something happens to you and
you can call the police? When there is
no police, they can rape you to death,
and nothing will happen, because
nobody is coming (to help). This is
what happens in lawless places.

Romans 13 tells you that the
government is appointed by God for
the purpose of maintaining order. So,
even if theremight be things they do
or are not doing that you don’t like,
you shouldn’t want them out of the
picture – or there will be no law and
order at all. And then, horrible things
will happen, and no one will be there
to help. But when there is even a
semblance of government, there is a
restriction on lawlessness or anarchy.

Be Intentional in Thanksgiving!
I have given you one reason why you
should give thanks for authority.
Give thanks always that there is a
government. Give thanks! Venezuela
experienced the same recession
following the drop in prices of oil that
we saw in Nigeria. But there, civil
war broke out. In Nigeria, life
continued. In Venezuela, the prices of
things increased, sometimes as much
as seventeen times more.

Picture a packet of milk. In Nigeria,
they added 200 or 300 Naira, and you
complained. In Venezuela, a packet of
milk went from 1,100 to like 15,000
Naira at that time.

You literally have to search for things
to give God thanks for if you are not
on any such group that tracks good
events. You have to make it a duty to
find something. Look around. That is
what I have done for years. You see
people gathered here as we are now,
and say, “I thank God that people can
gather like this freely,” because there
was a time – in the 1990’s – in these
universities when cultism was so rife,
and they killed people; you couldn’t
move. Some of you, you walk freely,
going up and down. You don’t
understand. There were times you
couldn’t wear red or black on
campus. “Come here! Why are you
wearing our colours?!”

I want you to understand that there is
always something to give thanks for.
Do you agree? Give thanks always, in
all things. Reject every temptation to
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complain and murmur. And that
way, you can have a ‘Judah Praise’ all
the days of your life.

As you enter your class, thank God
that there is a lecturer – even if they
come late. Thank God that there is a
lecturer at all, that you don’t have to
read it all by yourself. Thank God
that there are stairs to climb up to
your class, that you didn’t have to
climb through a window.

Look for what to thank God for, so
the praise will continue even after
we’ve dispersed from here. Let praise
go up here. Challenge your friends,
Christians and even non-
Christians,to give thanks. When you
gather to pray about anything, give
thanks. Spend time giving thanks.

Whatever it is you are praying about;
give thanks for the version of that
thing you have. Let people call you a
fool. You are going to notice some
people get very angry at you. Do you
know why? It is demonic. People that
don’t mind when you grumble and
complain can get very worked up
when you are thankful for what good
there is.

Don’t just say, “Ah, they fixed this
road from here to here. They fixed
only three feet.” Give thanks for those
three! Don’t say, “Look at the small
place they patched. Rubbish people!”
Don’t do that. Give thanks for what’s
been done. Will you do this? Take the
praise out, and the Lord will go with
you.

Give Your Life in Thanks
If you haven’t given your heart to
Jesus, you are not using your life to
thank the God who created you!
Appreciate God that you are alive by
givingHim your life. One reasonwhy
people will go to the lake of fire is
because they did not praise God with
their lives. You belong to someone.
He created you for His pleasure, so
you are like a thief. You stole your life
and kept it, and called it, “My life.”
You actually opened your mouth and
told someone, “It is my life.” First,
you were a thief, now you are a liar. It
is not your life.

God created man and breathed the
breath of life into him, and he became
a living soul (Genesis 2:6). It is not
your life. It is the life of God. John 1
says, “In Him was life, and His life is
the light of men.” This light lights
every man that comes into the world.
So, it is not your life. It is the life of
God that you are partaking in! That is
why, those who give their life to
Christ are wise people. Those who
keep it back are thieves and liars, and
such people may go to the lake of fire
if they don't repent.

(Excerpted from Pastor Ita Udoh's
message at the 'Judah Praise
Concert'; 26th June, 2021)
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On the first Sunday of the month,
we went to the Awka Correctional
Centre to hold a service for the
Pentecostals. (Meetings there are
divided into Catholic, Anglican and
Pentecostal sessions at the Chapel,
but at different periods. The
Pentecostal meetings are the longest;
from 11am to 1pm before lock-up).
I shared that day on the topic, “Hope
and The Goodness of God,” as
inspired by the Holy Spirit. After that,
I made an altar call and two inmates
came out to get born again.

One is an elderly man, who speaks
very well. I learnt he was once staying
outside the country before returning
to Nigeria. Sadly, certain events
occurred that led to his
imprisonment. The secondman had a
very wonderful voice. He led the
worship and praise sessions most of
the time.

After that day, we didn't see the
elderly man. When we asked, we
were told that he had been released

on amnesty! The second man, the
worship/praise leader, also shared his
testimony, that he would be released
on bail the next Tuesday. Two more
inmates also shared that they would
be released within the week, and my
heart skipped for joy at the good
news.
Now, when we make altar calls, there
are typically 15-35 inmates coming
out to give their lives to Christ. Last
Sunday, 19 people came out.
I take this as a very big sign that the
Lord is with us, and our seeking the
Lord over this ministry in prayer and
fasting is not in vain.
I'm super excited. Praise God!

- Bro U.U
17th February, 2022

BATTLEFRONT REPORTSBATTLEFRONT REPORTS
AWKA PRISON - GOD INTERVENES
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The Two Princes

I saw two huge beings in the sky
above the nation. Onewas full of light
[he was an angelic prince], and he
was at a point which I had the
impression was the South Pole.
The huge branches of a tree were
hanging over him like a canopy/
umbrella. I had the impression that
the tree was there to shield/hide him
for a while. I don’t think I have ever
seen one in my life, but I had the
impression that the branches of the
tree were that of an oak tree.
The other being was so full of
darkness that it was very difficult
even to make out the outline of his
figure. He was directly opposite the
angelic prince, but at the other far
end, which according to my
impression, would be the North Pole.
This dark figure was also a Prince —
but a demonic one.
Bigger Ba�les Brewing
Now, these two huge beings [they
stood about 7 to 8 feet tall] would
soon engage in a ba�le that was part
of a bigger war. But they could not yet
engage until it was the right time.

Smoke-filled Bowls
I saw that each of them had in a bowl
in his hands, and as I prayed, I saw
that prayer went up into the bowl of
the angelic prince like white smoke.
Trickles of white smoke were also
entering the bowl from other places.
The bowl was about 3/4 [three
quarters] full of white smoke.
Now, I saw that black smoke was
filling the bowl of the demonic prince
as well. When I first saw his own
bowl, the black smoke was about 1/3
[one third] full; but the next time I
had a glance at it, it was like I was
seeing the smoke multiply itself
within the bowl — and with such an
awful speed! Suddenly, it was about
five sixths [5/6] full. There was no
way to explain the exponential
increase of the black smoke in the
bowl. The black smoke which was
trickling in from the nation could not
suffice for such exponential increase.
Black Smoke Multiplied!
How could this be? It seemed that the
prince whose bowl was filled first
would be the one to initiate the ba�le,
and would most likely have the
upper hand. I began to understand
that while the black smoke
represented the prayers of those who
were offering worship unto the Devil
directly (witches, wizards, etc.), the
multiplying effect was due to the
indirect prayers of the blind and
stubborn members of the Church
who have become unknowing

PROPHECY
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The following panoramic vision was birthed during an ongoing season of prayer by the New
Nigeria Prayer Group (NNPG), an offshoot of the GAM Watchmen, a body of disciples
given to intercessory ministry with seer giftings often operating in visions, revelations and
dreams. As we laboured in prayer for Nigeria, one of the sisters repeatedly saw our
motherland over a period of many days as we were led to pray specifically. We present to you
these words and admonitions in a multi-part series that will be continued in the next
volume.

THE CAPTIVE MOTHER
I saw Nigeria in the form of a woman that formed the land. She was in the ocean
among other countries, who were also like gigantic women. She stood knee-deep
in the ocean. The countries had other beings leading them, which I understood to
be principalities.

First, I looked for her belly. I wanted to see the stage of her pregnancy, but there
was no visible pregnancy. I looked around and it seemed countries were lined up
for judgment before amassive white being, whom I felt was God. However, Nigeria
was far behind; she was weak. And the prince leading her wasn’t taking her where
she was meant to go.

LADYNIGERIA:
THECAPTIVEMOTHER
LADYNIGERIA:

THECAPTIVEMOTHER

(Part 1)(Part 1)

servants of the enemy — by their
words, actions, obstinacy.
ALL OF THESE AMOUNTED TO
INDIRECTLY PRAYING TO
SATAN!
Bro. S.E.
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As we prayed, we began to sing a song blessing aspects of Nigeria (such as
businesses, churches, states, etc.) and these aspects appeared like spirits. They were
like lights around her legs. However, there was one spirit remaining to be activated
to give her strength. I heard that it was “the spirit of Nigeria”. She seemed to have
given up on her people.

The principality leading her was formed by the nation's leaders over time. They
had chained her. There was a staff between the principality and Nigeria, and when
you looked down at the woman's feet under the water; it was chained to the staff
they seemed to share. Nigeria was in bondage. It seemed we were to pray for a
revival of her spirit.

I saw us taken away from there and the place was locked; we were not given access
anymore. We were not prepared at the beginning of the prayer, so it seemed that a
fierce angel with a notepad in his hands turned around and looked at us. We went
back and were prepared. At the end, we were sent to prepare her so she could walk
up and face God for judgment. She was not pregnant at this time, in my vision.

This preparation finished at the end of the prayer. We got access to the Gate that
had been blocked.

Sis. E.R.
25th May, 2022.
To be continued....

Visit Ita Udoh on YouTube for more edifying content.
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(Excerpted from a message by
Pastor Ita Udoh)

The Three Yeasts
"Be careful," Jesus said to them. "Be
on your guard against the yeast of
the Pharisees and Sadducees."…
“Then they understood that he was
not telling them to guard against the
yeast used in bread, but against the
teaching of the Pharisees and
Sadducees.” (Mat 16:6,11)

"Be careful," Jesus warned them.
"Watch out for the yeast of the
Pharisees and that of Herod." (Mar
8:15)
Yeast makes dough rise; conveying
the impression of something heavier
and larger than its true mass. Jesus
warned against the yeast of the
Pharisees, the Sadducees, and
Herod. What do these yeasts signify?
“… Jesus began to speak first to his
disciples, saying: “Be on your guard
against the yeast of the Pharisees,
which is hypocrisy.” (Luk 12:1) The
yeast of the Pharisees is hypocrisy.

They teach their followers one thing,
but live differently from what they
demand of others and pretend to do.
In word and example, they emphasise
keeping external appearances. On
tithing, giving, promises,
righteousness, oaths, speech, prayer,
recognition, titles, piety, and just
about all other areas of life and
ministry. (Ma�hew 23)
“The Sadducees say that there is no
resurrection, and that there are
neither angels nor spirits, but the
Pharisees acknowledge them all.”
(Act 23:8)
The yeast of the Sadducees is their
teaching that has a form of godliness,
but denies the power thereof. They
rejected the supernatural and held
unbelief in all spiritual
manifestations. They were the
‘cessationists’ of Jesus’ day. Liberal
and 'realisitic', they loved power.
The yeast of Herod is the political
spirit. Jesus described him as a fox;
cunning (Luk 13:32). It plays to the
gallery (Mat 14:3-10), seeking its own
glory over God’s (Act 12:21-23). They

TEACHING

The Yeast of HerodThe Yeast of Herod
Sunday 3rd February, 2019Sunday 3rd February, 2019
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do not mind assassinating any
competition, in character or literally.
A Li�le Leaven in the Lump
The yeast of Herod blows everything
out of proportion, and it is not real. It
has saturated the news and media, so
you have a large number of
Christians believing lies, and
programmed to support someone
that will act contrary to God's will.
Why? You have eaten the yeast of
Herod. You’re corrupted by
willfulness above God's desires or
commands.
The yeast of Herod puts a wrong way
of thinking into people's heads. When
you see Christians supporting
ungodly policies because the
politician pushing it is from their
ethnic derivation or refuse to see
good in a leader who doesn’t come
from your tribe, or preferred political
party, that is the yeast of Herod: the
political spirit. Rather than accept a
leader who exists within the will of
the Lord as allowed by scripture, they
yield to human factors and
sentimentalism.
Your Choices Show Your Master
All of us, must ask ourselves, “What
does God say about different issues?”
If you find a person whose policies
line up with the Bible, go with that
person. We are supposed to judge
things on their merits. Don't be
carried away by traditions.
God’s people are supposed to be free
of this ‘yeast’. You are supposed to
walk in sincerity and truth. Jesus

didn't just come with grace, but truth
also! The moment you have to tell a
lie, creating scenarios that are not real
to drive your narrative, then, it is this
yeast.
How Does God Judge Leaders?
In the Scriptures, there are things that
God expects a ruler to do. One of
them is to showmercy to the poor. “If
a king judges the poor with fairness,
his throne will always be secure.” Pro
29:14
King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon
wouldn't have been judged and
reduced to a beast if he had carried
out policies that helped the poor. (See
Dan 4:10-37)
When Christians use mass media and
the yeast of Herod to determine what
they want from a leader, they
completely ignore what the King of
kings says He wants. They don't
consider, according to scripture, if the
present/incoming government is one
that will care for the needs of the
poor. If it is, support it. Is it going
after wicked people? Is it the one that
is doing and seeking justice? Is it
making things fair? Is it working
towards peace in the land? Support it.
Black Smoke and Mirrors
God kept showing us one of the
things that the enemy did so
thoroughly in this nation, to distort
facts and make sure people don't
hear any good thing about Nigeria. I
remember a friend from Lagos saying
in 2018, “If you were to ask what this
present government has done in the
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last 3 years, there's not one good
thing you can mention.” I couldn’t
believe it!
In 2016, I had been added to a
WhatsApp forum where they
constantly posted completed federal
and state projects and plans for
Nigeria, and some were things that
have never happened since Nigeria
became a nation. But when the mass
and social media propagates negative
information and lies, people believe
(or want to believe) all evil they are
told. They post false content from the
past or even other African countries,
sometimes even francophone
countries, and say it is ‘happening in
Nigeria right now’.
You cannot tell a lie to achieve a good
aim. Can you do evil that good might
come? You will pay for it. (Rom 3:8) If
you have something to say, bring the
truth. The devil is the father of lies.
(John 8:44)
Faithful in Li�le, Faithful in Much!
If your heart is right and you are a
REAL believer in the Bible, it is easy.
The problem is that there are so many
Christians who do not believe God’s
words. Sometimes, it’s as easy as
looking at the prospective leader’s
track record. What is this person
known for? Luke 16:10 says that, “he
that is faithful in li�le, will be
faithful in much...” Did the person
ever have opportunity to serve? How
faithful were they?
Let's say two people are running for
the office of Local Government

Chairman, and one is from your town
but while Association President in
your university, he was really very
greedy and corrupt. The other you
knew to be honest and faithful
wherever he served. Should you vote
for the corrupt person because he's
from your village?
Don’t you know that a li�le yeast
permeates the whole batch of
dough? Clean out the old yeast so
that you may be a new batch....
Therefore, let us observe the feast,
not with old yeast or with the yeast
of malice and evil but with the
unleavened bread of sincerity and
truth. 2 Corinth. 5:6-8
"Yeast must not be found in your
houses for seven days..." Exo 12:19

(Excerpted from a message by Pastor
Ita Udoh
Visit www.g-lh.org to download full
audio)
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GAMKA
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SCHOOL OF MINISTRY

God’s Army Mobilizing Kingdom Academy
(GAMKA) is a School of Ministry training program for
officers of God’s Army.

Like a military officer training academy, it's focus is on
equipping those called to be officers and leaders in the
Body of Christ who will be the trainers of the rest of the
Army.

GAMKA brings clarity as to what the ba�le is about, your
exact place and role in the ranks and what equipment and
skills are needed to lead and win. From the many military
strategies available from past and recent wars and ba�les
contained in Kingdom Standard Operating Procedure
texts and the journals of many previous captains, apostolic
wisdom is imparted to all students new or old toministry.
Are you called to the equippingministry?

>>> Register for ongoing classes atwww.gam-ka.org
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God's Lighthouse is our church family where everyone is
welcome and taught how to be part of God's family.

Here, they learn to know the love of God as Our Father in heaven.
Under the motherly a�ention of the Body of Christ and older
spiritual siblings, we provide the sincere milk of God’s word and
the personalized mentoring necessary for the healthy development
of a heart and a mind that can enter the kingdom of God.

It's a place to learn the love, confidence, peace and the acceptance
that has been given to you in the beloved. It's a place where
forgiveness of sins, deliverance and healing, is imparted into the
adopted. Here, the wounded, broken, hurt, orphaned, lost, and
confused, are drawn into the grace of their Maker as they exchange
forgiveness and commence restoration.

All armies are populated by former civilians who are deemed fit and
should be willing to lay down their lives for their brethren. Visit the
family atwww.g-lh.org, or on Telegram at t.me/godslighthouse, or
in person at the topmost floor of 15 Ikpa Road, Uyo, Akwa Ibom
State.

God Bless You!
- Pastor Ita UdohG
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For Questions or
Spiritual Aid:
For Questions or
Spiritual Aid:

+234 907 932 9335+234 907 932 9335
+234 706 429 1917+234 706 429 1917
+234 818 477 7065+234 818 477 7065
+234 806 817 0814+234 806 817 0814

www.g-lh.orgwww.g-lh.org
t.me/Godslighthouset.me/Godslighthouse
info@gods-lighthouse.orginfo@gods-lighthouse.org
God’s Lighthouse
Topmost Floor, 15 Ikpa Rd, Uyo,
Akwa IbomState.

God’s Lighthouse
Topmost Floor, 15 Ikpa Rd, Uyo,
Akwa IbomState.

Blessed are you who sow beside all waters, who send out freely the feet of
the ox and the donkey (Isaiah 32:20).
If this magazine has been a blessing, would you prayerfully consider donating
whatever you deem fit to assist us continue this free but costly outreach?
Payments may be made to First Bank - 2018444940, or if you are abroad,
First Bank Domiciliary Account; 3179678308.

+234 909 993 7505+234 909 993 7505
Call, WhatsApp, or SMSCall, WhatsApp, or SMS

For more:For more:


